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Descartes Global Trade Content

Uniting People and Technology with Trade Information

Descartes helps maximize the value of trade data by helping organizations work smarter. Our suite of 

solutions helps businesses achieve higher trade compliance rates, increase insight and leverage market 

research, reduce the risk of transacting with denied parties and minimize duty spend.

From fueling Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Global Trade Management (GTM) systems with 

trade content, streamlining automation, improving classification processes, driving ecommerce 

solutions, providing business intelligence through global import-export data and more; the Descartes 

Global Trade Content solutions unite people and technology with the trade information they need to help 

power international commerce and improve compliance.

Descartes Datamyne™

With a comprehensive database of accurate, up-to-date import and export information, Descartes 

Datamyne™ delivers actionable intelligence for market research, sales insight, supply chain management, 

enhanced security, competitive strategy and more. The solution is powered by the world’s largest searchable 

trade database, covering the global commerce of 230 markets across 5 continents. Manufacturers, shippers 

wholesalers, transport and logistics service providers, management consultants, legal practitioners, industry 

analysts and others use our exceptionally accurate and granular data to initiate growth strategies, explore 

new markets, benchmark performance, monitor commodity volumes and values, simplify trade data 

research, discover buyer-seller relationships and refine sourcing strategies.

Descartes CustomsInfo™

With a vast database of data relating to regulations, rulings, duties and more, Descartes CustomsInfo™ 

helps clients minimize trade barriers. Some of the world’s largest international ecommerce sites also 

leverage our powerful data resources to provide customers with more accurate landed cost information, 

improve the online shopping experience, add to overall compliance and reduce operating costs. Multi-

national shippers, customs brokers, third-party logistics providers (3PLs), freight forwarders, multimodal 

carriers, compliance professionals and others use Descartes CustomsInfo to help build and maintain complex 

classification databases for their global operations.
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Descartes MK Denied Party Screening™

Descartes MK Denied Party Screening™ (Descartes MK DPS™) provides organizations of all sizes with a 

range of options to quickly and efficiently screen customers, suppliers and/or trading partners against a 

comprehensive database of international restricted and denied party lists. Customers can tailor screening 

processes to fit their unique risk parameters and flag potential compliance issues for a prompt resolution. 

The offering also readily integrates to other systems for global trade, customer relationship and operational 

management.
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Descartes Global Trade Content

Bringing It All Together
Descartes Datamyne™ helps to: 

• Track imports and exports of key commodities from the 
US, Latin America, Asia and the EU

• Identify leads, evaluate suppliers and customers

• Monitor competitors in strategic markets

• Refine sourcing strategies

Descartes CustomsInfo™ helps to: 

• Analyze duty, tax and preferential trade advantages

• Jumpstart item classification, mapping, automation and 
revalidation

• Understand country-level regulatory issues

Descartes MK Denied Party Screening™ helps to:

• Reduce risk with access to 6 million+  reference 
documents 

• Screen new sources of supply, trading partners and 
customers against global restricted party information

• Leverage ECCN and dual-use data

Ask us how Descartes can transform your operations with our 
world-class global trade content solutions.


